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We show that for an odd prime p the exponent of an abelian group of order pa‘b
containing a relative (pa, pb, pa, pa~b)-di!erence set cannot exceed pxa@2y‘1. Further-
more, we give a new local ring construction of relative (q2u, q, q2u, q2u~1)-di!erence
sets for prime powers q. Finally, we discuss an important open case concerning the
existence of abelian relative (pa, p, pa, pa~1)-di!erence sets. ( 2000 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
An (m, n, k, j)-di+erence set (RDS) in a group G relative to a subgroup N is
a k-subset R of G, such that every element g of GCN has exactly j repres-
entations g"r
1
r~1
2
with r
1
, r
2
3R while no element of NCM1N has such
a representation. Here n denotes the order of N and m is the index of N in G.
Usually N is called the forbidden subgroup. We say that R is abelian, cyclic,
etc. if G has this property. For N"M1N we speak of an ordinary di!erence set
with parameters (m, k, j).
The concept of RDSs is a generalization of the notion of di!erence sets and
was introduced by Bose (1942), Butson (1962), and Elliott and Butson (1966).
For a detailed introduction to RDSs, please consult the survey by Pott (1996).
Recently, semiregular RDSs, i.e., RDSs with parameters of the form1
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2 MA AND SCHMIDT(k, n, k, k/n) have been studied intensively; see Chen et al. (1996), Davis et al.
(1998), Davis and Sehgal (1997), Ma and Schmidt (1995), and Schmidt (1997).
Semiregular RDSs are closely connected to other parts of combinatorics. For
instance, (n, n, n, 1)-RDSs are equivalent to projective planes with semiregu-
lar automorphism group; see Pott (1996). Semiregular RDSs can also be used
to construct sequences with ideal auto- and cross-correlation and are closely
related to generalized Hadamard matrices; see de Launey and Vijay Kumar
(1985). Recently, a very important application of semiregular RDSs to ordi-
nary di!erence sets was discovered in the major work of Davis and Jedwab
(1997). These authors used semiregular RDSs in a recursive construction
process which works for a large class of (ordinary) di!erence sets, including
a new in"nite family.
In this paper, we study semiregular RDSs with parameters (pa, pb, pa, pa~b).
Pott (1995, p. 109) raises two problems concerning these RDSs, namely, to
"nd new constructions for (pa, pb, pa, pa~b)-RDSs and to "nd new exponent
bounds, in particular, for even a. We will provide new results on both of this
problems.
In order to understand the need for a new exponent bound in the case
where a is even, say a"2c, a comparison with the case where a is odd, say
a"2d#1, is enlightening. We will only consider odd primes p. The case
p"2 is quite di!erent. Ma and Pott (1995) proved that the exponent of an
abelian group of order p2d‘b‘1 containing a (p2d‘1, pb, p2d‘1, p2d~b‘1)-RDS
cannot exceed pd‘1. This exponent bound is quite satisfactory, as it is known
from constructions of Davis (1991, 1992) that it can be attained for all d and
all b4d. For (p2c, pb, p2c, p2c~b)-RDSs, the situation had not been that nice.
There are a lot of rather strong nonexistence results [see Pott (1994) and
Schmidt (1997)], but no exponent bound comparable to the one for
(p2d‘1, pb, p2d‘1, p2d~b‘1)-RDSs had been known. In the present paper, we
will close this gap by showing that for an odd prime p an abelian group of
order p2c‘b, containing a (p2c, pb, p2c, p2c~b)-RDS cannot have an exponent
exceeding pc‘1. This bound is quite satisfactory because it is known that it
can be attained for all c and all b4c, see Davis (1992).
Concerning the second of Pott’s problems, we will give a new construction
of RDSs with parameters of the form (q2u, q, q2u, q2u~1) using local principle
ideal domains. Such rings, which are also called chain rings [see MacDonald
(1974, Chap. 17)], have proved very useful for the construction of various
types of di!erence sets. Examples can be found in Leung and Ma (1990), Chen
et al. (1996), and Ray-Chaudhuri and Xiang (1996). Although Davis and
Jedwab (1997) have alternative constructions, our construction has the ad-
vantage of giving the RDSs explicitly without using recursive procedures.
Finally, we will discuss an important open problem concerning the exist-
ence of abelian (pa, p, pa, pa~1)-RDSs, i.e., the case b"1. For b"1, a com-
plete solution of the existence problem is already in sight. We do not obtain
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last open cases. For p"2 and for p’2 and even a, the existence problem of
abelian (pa, p, pa, pa~1)-RDSs was already completely settled in our previous
paper (Ma and Schmidt, 1995). Roughly speaking, in these cases the RDS
exists if and only if the exponent of the underlying group does not exceed
pxa@2y‘1. In the case where both p and a are odd the situation is quite similar,
but there are two open cases left. The results in Ma and Schmidt (1995) were
improved by Davis and Jedwab (1997, Corollary 8.2) who showed the
following.
Result 1.1. Let G be an abelian group of order p2d‘2, and let N be
a subgroup of G of order p. Then G contains a (p2d‘1, p, p2d‘1, p2d )-RDS if
and only if exp(G)4pd‘1, except possibly when G:Z
pd‘1
]Z
pd‘1
or d’1
and G:Z
pd‘1
]Z
pd
]N.
The two cases left open in Result 1.1 seem to be very di$cult. We will focus
on the "rst of these cases, and we will prove that a putative (p3, p, p3, p2)-RDS
in Z
p2
]Z
p2
necessarily is a union of translates of (p, p, p, 1)-RDSs living in
the subgroup isomorphic to Z
p
]Z
p
. For p"3, it can be shown in this way
that such an RDS cannot exist.
As usual, we will use the group ring ZG together with characters for the
study of RDSs. A subset R of G is a relative (m, n, k, j)-di!erence set in
G relative to N if and only if the equation
RR(~1)"ke
G
#j (G!N)
holds in ZG where we identify a subset A of G with the element +
g |A
g in ZG
and write A(~1)"+
g |A
g~1. We also use the notation DB D"+
g|G
b
g
for
B"+
g |G
b
g
g3ZG. The following lemma is well known and can easily be
proven by using the inversion formula for abelian characters [see Pott, 1996,
Lemma 1.2.2].
LEMMA 1.2. ‚et R be a k-subset of an abelian group G and denote the
character group of G by G*.
(a) R is an (m, n, k, j)-di+erence set relative to N if and only if
s (R)s (R)"G
k if s3G*CNM
k!jn if s3NMCMs
0
N
k2 if s"s
0
for every s3G* where NM"Ms3G* : s is principal on NN and s
0
is the
principal character of G.
4 MA AND SCHMIDT(b) If (m, n, k, j)"(p2c, pb, p2c, p2c~b), then R is a di+erence set with these
parameters relative to N if and only if
s (R)"G
mspc if s3G*CNM
0 if s3NMCMs
0
N
p2c if s"s
0
for every s3G* where the ms are roots of unity.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we summarize some useful results that will be needed later.
First we recall a lemma from Ma and Schmidt (1997, Lemma 2.1) which was
used there to study McFarland di!erence sets.
Let G be a "nite abelian group, and let P be the Sylow p-subgroup of G.
For any h3P and any subgroup A"Sb
1
T]) ) )]Sb
r
T of P such that
AW ShT"M1N and o (h)5exp(A), de"ne
S(h, A)"M;(P D;"Sa
1
b
1
T]) ) )]Sa
r
b
r
T, a
i
3ShT, o (a
i
)4o(b
i
)N.
Let D"+
g |G
a
g
g be an element of ZG. For ;4G and f3G, we de"ne
D(;f )"+
g |Uf
a
g
. Now we are ready to state the lemma.
LEMMA 2.1. ‚et D"+
g|G
a
g
g be an element of ZG with a
g
50 for all g. ‚et
h3P, and let A"SbT]= be a subgroup of P such that A WShT"M1N,
o(h)"pt5exp(A) and o (b)5p. Assume that there exists a positive integer d,
such that for any ;3S (h, A) and g3G either
(1a) D(;g)!D(;ghpt~1)5d and
(1b) D(;ghipt~1)(d/p for i"1,2, p!1 or
(2) D(;g)(d/p,
and there is at least one coset ;g satisfying (1a) and (1b). ‚et B"SbpT]=.
„hen for any;@3S (h, B) and g3G, the coset;@g satis,es either (1) or (2); and
there is at least one coset ;@g satisfying (1).
COROLLARY 2.2 (Ma and Schmidt (1997)). In the situation of ‚emma 2.1 we
have
d4maxMa
g
: g3GN.
RELATIVE (pa, pb, pa, pa~b )-DIFFERENCE SETS 5LEMMA 2.3 (Ma (1985)). ‚et p be a prime and let G be a ,nite abelian group
with a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup. If >3ZG satis,es
s(>),0mod pa
for all nontrivial characters s of G, then there exist X
1
, X
2
3ZG such that
>"paX
1
#PX
2
,
where P is the unique subgroup of order p of G.
Furthermore, if > has nonnegative coe.cients only, then X
1
and X
2
also can
be chosen to have nonnegative coe.cients only.
We now state a result due to Ma and Pott (1995) which will be needed for
the proof of the uni"ed exponent bound as well as for the study of abelian
(pa, p, pa, pa~1)-RDSs.
LEMMA 2.4. ‚et P be a cyclic group of order pt where p is an odd prime, and
let P
i
be the unique subgroup of order pi of P (04i4t).
(a) If A3ZP satis,es
s (A)s(A)"p2c
for all s3P*CPM
n
where 14n4t and n4c#1, then we have
A"n~1+
m/0
e
m
(pc~mP
m
!Pc~m~1P
m‘1
)g
m
#P
n
>
with e
m
"$1, g
m
3P and >3ZP.
(b) If A3ZP satis,es
s (A)s (A)"p2c‘1
for all s3P*CPM
n
where 14n4t and n4c#1, then we have
A"n~1+
m/0
e
m
X
m
g
m
#P
n
>
where e
m
"$1, g
m
3P, X
m
"pc~m+p~1
i/0
( i
p
)hipt~m~1, and >3ZP. Here ( >
p
) de-
notes the ‚egendre symbol.
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A lot of previous work has been done on the problem of "nding the best
possible exponent bounds for abelian (pa, pb, pa, pa~b)-RDSs * see Davis
(1992), Pott (1994), Ma and Pott (1995), and Schmidt (1997) * but the
complete answer has not been found for p’2, a even, and in the case p"2.
These remaining cases are by far the most di$cult. In this section, we will
provide the answer for p’2, a even, by showing that the exponent of an
abelian group of order p2c‘b containing a (p2c, pb, p2c, p2c~b)-RDS cannot
exceed pc‘1. This bound is best possible since it is known from constructions
of Davis (1991, 1992) that it can be attained for all pairs (c, b) with b4c. Parts
of the proof of Theorem 3.2 have already been obtained in Schmidt (1997).
For the convenience of the reader, we will recall these arguments here.
Before we state our theorem, we recall an exponential bound on the
forbidden subgroup due to Ma and Pott (1995) which will help us avoiding an
undesired case distinction in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Result 3.1. Let G be an abelian group of order p2a‘b and let N be
a subgroup of G of order pb. If there exists a (p2a, pb, p2a, p2a~b)-RDS in
G relative to N, then
exp(N)4pa.
The following is the main result of this paper.
THEOREM 3.2. ‚et p be an odd prime. If an abelian group G of order pa‘b
contains a (pa, pb, pa, pa~b)-RDS, then exp(G)4pxa@2y‘1.
Proof. For odd a, the assertion was already proved by Ma and Pott
(1995). Hence we only need to consider even a, say a"2c. Let R denote the
RDS and assume exp(G)5pc‘2, say exp(G)"pt"pc‘r‘2 where r50. We
show that this assumption leads to a contradiction. Write G"SgT]H where
g is and element of G of order pt. We will show that the assumptions of
Lemma 2.1 are satis"ed for P"G, A"H, D"R, h"g, and d"pc. Then
Corollary 2.2 will imply d41, which is the desired contradiction.
We note that, in the notation of Lemma 2.1, S (g, H) is the set of all
complements of SgT in G. Let ; be any of these complements. Then G/; is
cyclic of order pt. First of all, we want to show that the forbidden subgroup
N cannot be contained in ;. Assume the contrary. By elementary character
&&theory’’ we can choose a character s of G with Kers WSgT"M1N and
DKersW N D"DN D/p. Write K"Kers and let q : GPG/K denote the canoni-
cal epimorphism. Since no two elements of R are in the same coset of N, the
coe$cients of q(R) cannot exceed DK D/ DKWN D4pc~r~1. However, we know
from Lemma 1.2(b) and Ma’s lemma that q (R)"pcX
1
#P@X
2
where P@ is the
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1
, X
2
are elements of the group ring
Z[G/K] with nonnegative coe$cients. If we also view s as a character of
G/K, we obtain s (R)"pcs (X
1
), and this implies X
1
O0, since s (R)O0 by
Lemma 1.2(b). Hence q(R) has a coe$cient 5pc, which contradicts the upper
bound for the coe$cients of q (R) obtained above. This shows that N indeed
cannot be contained in ;.
Let o : GPG/; be the canonical epimorphism. By the same argument as
above we see that the coe$cients of o (R) cannot exceed D; D/ D;WN D and that
o(R) has at least one coe$cient 5pc (note that the argument for the existence
of a coe$cient 5pc requires that N is not contained in ;). Hence
pc4D; D/ D;WN D and
Do (N) D" DN D
D;WN D
5pc DN D
D; D
"pr‘2.
We write Do(N )D"px with x5r#2. By Result 3.1 we can assume x4c.
From Lemma 1.2(b) and Lemma 2.4(a) we get (using the notation of
Lemma 2.4)
o (R)"x~1+
m/0
e
m
pc~m~1(pP
m
!P
m‘1
)g
m
#P
x
>.
Since t(o(R))"0 and t (pP
m
!P
m‘1
)"0 for m"0,2,x!1 for all t3PMx
by Lemma 1.2(b), we conclude that u(P
x
>)"0 for all nontrivial u3 (G/;)*.
By the Fourier inversion formula, P
x
> must be a multiple of G/;"P
c‘r‘2
.
As DR D"p2c, we must have P
x
>"pc~r~2P
c‘r‘2
; thus
o (R)"x~1+
m/0
e
m
pc~m~1(pP
m
!P
m‘1
)g
m
#pc~r~2P
c‘r‘2
. (1)
We claim
e
0
"e
1
"2"e
r‘1
"1 and P
i
g
0
"P
i
g
i
(2)
for i"0, 1,2, r#1.
We prove (2) by induction. For h3G/; let C(h) be the coe$cient of g in
o(R).
(a) Assume e
0
"!1. Then by (1) (recall that p’2)
C(g
0
)4!pc#pc~1#pc~1!pc~2#pc~2#!2#pc~x‘1!pc~x#pc~r‘2
"!pc#2pc~1!pc~x#pc~r~2(0,
a contradiction. Hence e
0
"1.
8 MA AND SCHMIDT(b) Let 14l4r#1, e
0
"e
1
"2"e
l~1
"1 and P
i
g
0
"P
i
g
i
for i"0,
1,2, l!1. We have to show el"1 and Plg0"Plgl . From (1) we have
o (R)"(pc!pc~lP
l
)g
0
#x~1+
m/l
e
m
pc~m~1(pP
m
!P
m‘1
)g
m
#pc~r~2P
c‘r‘2
Let g@3P
l
g
0
CMg
0
N. If e
l
"!1 or P
l
g
0
OP
l
g
l
, then
C(g@)4!pc~l#pc~l~1#pc~l~1!pc~l~2#!2!pc~x‘1#pc~x#pc~r~2
"!pc~l#2pc~l~1!pc~x#pc~r~2(0,
a contradiction. Thus we have proved (2). Hence we get
o(R)"(pc!pc~r~2P
r‘2
)g
0
# x~1+
m/r‘2
e
m
pc~m~1(pP
m
!P
m‘1
)g
m
#pc~r~2P
c‘r‘2
from (1). We infer
C(g
0
)5pc!pc~r~2#pc~r~3!pc~r~3#!2!pc~x‘1#pc~x
"pc!pc~r~2#pc~x,
C(h)4!pc~r~2#pc~r~2!pc~r~3#!2#pc~x‘1!pc~x#pc~r~2
"pc~r~2!pc~x
for h3P
r‘2
g
0
CMg
0
N, and
C(h@)4pc~r~2!pc~r~3#pc~r~3!#2#pc~x‘1!pc~x#pc~r~2
"2pc~r~2!pc~x
for h@3 (G/;)CP
r‘2
g
0
. As o (R) has at least one coe$cient 5pc we get
C(g
0
)5pc.
Together with the upper bounds on C (h) and C(h@) obtained above, this
shows that; satis"es the conditions of Lemma 2.1 (with d"1). Since; was
chosen as an arbitrary element of S (g, H), we have indeed veri"ed that
Lemma 2.1 can be applied, and this proves the theorem. j
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Constructions of (pa, pb, pa, pa~b)-RDSs with b’1 are quite rare. It is for
this reason that Pott (1995) raises the problem of "nding new constructions
for RDSs of this type. In this section, we present a construction of
(q2u, q, q2u, q2u~1)-RDSs, where q is an arbitrary prime power using local
rings.
First we describe the elementary properties of the rings we need. For
a reference on the algebraic background, please consult McDonald (1974).
A "nite ring R with identity is called local if R/Rad(R) is a "nite "eld where
Rad(R) denotes the radical of R. For our construction, we need a special type
of local rings, namely, local principal ideal rings, which are also called chain
rings; see (MacDonald, p. 339). A complete characterization of these rings can
be found in MacDonald (1974, Theorem XVII.5). Let us summarize some
of their most important properties; see also MacDonald (1974, Chaps.
XV}XVII).
Let q"pr be any prime power, let n, s and t be positive integers with t4s,
and de"ne u :"(n!1)s#t!1. By GR(pn, r) we denote the Galois ring over
Z
pn
of degree r; see MacDonald (1974, Chap. XVI). Let g be an Eisenstein
polynomial of degree s over GR(pn, r) [MacDonald (1974, p. 342)]. Then
R"GR(pn, r)[x]/(g (x), pn~1xt )
is a chain ring of characteristic pn with the following properties:
(a) R contains a unique maximal ideal I, and R/I is a "nite "eld of order q.
(b) The set of units of R is RCI.
(c) DIaD"qu~a‘1 for 14a4u#1; in particular, Iu‘1"M0N.
(d) If n is a generator of I, then every element x of R can be written in the
form x"nbd where d is a unit, 04b4u#1, and b is uniquely
determined by x3Ib and x N Ib‘1.
(e) If x"nbd as in (d), then Rx"Ib and Ix"Ib‘1.
(f ) Concerning the additive groups, we have
(R, #):Zt
pn
]Zs~t
pn~1
,
(I, #):Zt~1
pn
]Zs~t
pn~1
,
(Iu, #):Zr
p
.
The following consequence of Lemma 3.2 of Leung and Ma (1990) will be
needed in the proof of the correctness of our construction. Here by a &&charac-
ter’’ we mean a complex character of the additive group.
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which is nonprincipal on Iu. „hen for every character s of I]I there are c,
d3R, such that
s(x, y)"q (cx#dy)
for all (x, y)3I]I.
Now we are ready to state the construction. Using the notation introduced
above, let G be any group of order q2u‘1 containing (I]I, #) in its center.
Let Mx
1
,2,xqu~1N, My1,2, yqN, and Mz1,2, zqN be complete systems of coset
representatives of Iu in I, I in R, and I]I in G, respectively. For i"1,
2,2, qu~1 and j"1,2, q we de"ne
D
ij
"M([x
i
#y
i
]a, a) : a3INLI]I
and
D
j
"q
u~1
Z
i/1
[D
ij
#(x
i
, 0)].
Finally, let
D" qZ
j/1
(D
j
#z
j
).
THEOREM 4.2. „he set D is a (q2u, q, q2u, q2u~1)-RDS in G relative to the
subgroup N"Iu]M0N contained in I]I.
COROLLARY 4.3. ‚et q"pr be any prime power, let n, s, t be any positive
integers with t4s, and let u"(n!1)s#t!1. „hen there exists a
(q2u, q, q2u, q2u~1)-RDS in any group of order q2u‘1 which contains a subgroup
isomorphic to Z2t~2
pn
]Z2(s~t)
pn~1
in its center.
For the proof of Theorem 4.2, we need the following lemmas.
LEMMA 4.4. If jOj@, then D
ij
#D
i{j{
"I]I for all i, i@.
Proof. Since the D
ij
’s are subgroups of order qu of I]I, it su$ces to
prove D
ij
WD
i{j{
"M(0, 0)N. Let x3D
ij
WD
i{j{
. Then x"([x
i
#y
j
]a, a)"
([x
i{
#y
j {
]b, b) for some a, b3I. This implies a"b and [x
i
!x
i{
#y
j
!y
j{
]a
"0. But x
i
!x
i{
#y
j
!y
j{
is a unit in R, since x
i
!x
i{
3I and y
j
!y
j{
N I.
Hence a"0 and x"(0, 0). j
RELATIVE (pa, pb, pa, pa~b )-DIFFERENCE SETS 11LEMMA 4.5. ‚et s be a nontrivial character of I]I which is principal on
N"Iu]M0N. „hen s (D
j
)"0 for all j. Furthermore, D
j
has no repeated ele-
ments.
Proof. Since DD
j
D"q2u~1"D (I]I)/N D, it su$ces to show that each coset
of N in I]I contains at most one element of D
j
. Suppose N#(x
i
#
[x
i
#y
j
]a, a)"N#(x
i{
#[x
i{
#y
j
]b, b) for some a, b3I and i, i@. This
implies a"b and (x
i
!x
i{
) (1#a)3Iu. But 1#a is a unit in R since a3I.
Hence x
i
!x
i{
3Iu implying i"i@ by the choice of the x
i
. j
LEMMA 4.6. ‚et s be a character of I]I which is nonprincipal on N. „hen
s(D
i0j0
)"qu for exactly one pair (i
0
, j
0
) and s (D
ij
)"0 for all (i, j)O(i
0
, j
0
).
Proof. Choose q, c, d as described in Lemma 4.1. Write z
ij
"
c(x
i
#y
j
)#d. Since s is nontrivial on N, c must be a unit in R. Hence, by the
choices of the x
i
and y
j
, we have z
i0, j0
3Iu for exactly one pair (i
0
, j
0
) and
z
ij
N Iu for all (i, j)O(i
0
, j
0
). We also have
s (D
ij
)"+
a| I
q(z
ij
a).
Since z
i0y0
3Iu, it follows that s (D
i0 j0
)"DI D"qu. Now "x a pair (i, j)O(i
0
, j
0
).
Since IuLIz
ij
(see property (e) of R mentioned above) and q is nontrivial on
Iu, we can "nd v3I with q(z
ij
v)O1. From [1!q(z
ij
v)]+
a| I
q (z
ij
a)"
+
a| I
q(z
ij
a)!+
a| I
q (z
ij
[a#v])"0 we conclude that s (D
ij
)"0. j
Proof of „heorem 4.2. From Lemma 4.5 we know that D has no repeated
elements. Since we want to work in the group ring, we have to introduce
a suitable notation in order to avoid confusion of the multiplications in the
local ring and the group ring. Let GM be a multiplicatively written group
isomorphic to G and denote the isomorphism GPGM by a bar. Using the
group ring notation, we have to prove DM DM (~1)"q2u#q2u~1(GM !NM ).
W.l.o.g., we may assume that zN
1
3IM ]IM . We have
DM DM (~1)" q+
i/2
C +
z6 kz6 (~1)l | (I1 ]I1 )z6 i
DM
k
DM (~1)
l DzN i#
q
+
j/1
DM
j
DM (~1)
j
. (3)
It follows from Lemma 4.4 that the "rst sum in (3) equals q2u~1 (GM ![IM ]IM ]).
It remains to show that
q
+
j/1
DM
j
DM (~1)
j
"q2u#q2u~1[(IM ]IM )!NM ]. (4)
By the Fourier inversion formula it su$ces to show that both sides of Eq. (4)
have the same character values. For the principal character s
0
this is true,
12 MA AND SCHMIDTsince DDM
j
D"q2u~1 for all j and D(IM ]IM )!NM D"q2u!q. For a character in
NM MCMs
0
N or GM *CNM M the character values of both sides of (4) are equal in view
of Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6, respectively. j
Example 4.7. Let R"Z
4
[a] where a2"1#a. Then R is a chain ring
with maximal ideal I"(2)"M0, 2, 2a, 2#2aN and I2"M0N (i.e. u"1). Let
x
1
"0, y
1
"0, y
2
"1, y
3
"a, y
4
"1#a, and z
i
"(y
i
, 0), i"1, 2, 3, 4. Then
R"M(0, 0), (0, 2), (0, 2a), (0, 2#2a), (1, 0), (3, 2), (1#2a, 2a),
(3#2a, 2#2a), (a, 0), (2a, 2), (2#3a, 2a), (2#a, 2#a),
(1#a, 0), (3#3a, 2), (3#a, 2a), (1#3a, 2#2a)N
is a (16, 4, 16, 4)-RDS in R]I relative to N"I]M0N. In terms of the additive
groups, we have R]I"Z
4
]Z
4
]Z
2
]Z
2
, N"S2000, 0200T and
R"M0000, 0010, 0001, 0011, 1000, 3010, 1201, 3211,
0100, 0310, 2301, 2100, 1100, 3310, 3101, 1311N.
5. ABELIAN RELATIVE (pa, p, pa, pa~1)-DIFFERENCE SETS
It was already mentioned in the introduction that the existence problem for
abelian (pa, p, pa, pa~1)-RDSs is almost completely settled. However, there are
the following two obstinate cases remaining for odd p and odd a. Write
a"2c#1 and denote the forbidden subgroup by N.
Case 1. G"Z
pc‘1
]Z
pc‘1
, N arbitrary.
Case 2. G"Z
pc‘1
]Z
pc
]N.
Here we encounter a situation frequently occurring in the study of di!er-
ence sets: The really hard cases are those with high exponent and low rank.
A widely known example for this phenomenon is Hadamard di!erence sets in
Z
2d
]Z
2d
and Z
2d‘1
]Z
2d~1
. Here a Hadamard di+erence set means an ordi-
nary di!erence set with parameters (4u2, 2u2!u, u2!u) for some positive
integer u. After the cases Z
2d
]Z
2d
and Z
2d‘1
]Z
2d~1
had been settled by Davis
(1991), the way was cleared for the complete solution of the existence problem
for Hadamard di!erence sets in abelian 2-groups by Kraemer (1993). We
would like to stress here that there are interesting connections between
Hadamard di!erence sets and (pa, pb, pa, pa~b)-RDSs. The most obvious ones
are the exponent bounds and the construction methods. An important open
case of abelian HDSs which should be compared with Case 1 from above, is
groups of the form H]Z
pd
]Z
pd
, gcd(p, DH D)"1; see Arasu et al. (1995).
RELATIVE (pa, pb, pa, pa~b )-DIFFERENCE SETS 13In this paper, we will study Case 1. Our main result will be that for c"1
the RDS must be a union of translates of (p, p, p, 1)-RDSs, which reduces the
original problem considerably, since all (p, p, p, 1)-RDSs are known. It seems
probable that our method also can be used for c’1; see the remark following
Lemma 5.8. We think that our technique also may be useful for the study of
other di!erence sets, in particular, for Hadamard di!erence sets.
Let G"Z
pc‘1
]Z
pc‘1
"SaTSbT and assume that R is a (p2c‘1, p,
p2c‘1, p2c)-RDS in G relative to N"SapcT. Let ( >
p
) denote the Legendre
symbol.
LEMMA 5.1. ‚et ;
k, l
"Sapk‘lbT, 04k4pc!1, 04l4p!1. „hen
o
k,l
(R)"pcCGM #d(k, l )aN e(k,l)
p~1
+
i/1
A
i
pBaN ipcD ,
where o
k, l
: GPGM :"G/;
k, l
is the natural epimorphism, d (k, l)3M!1, 1N,
e(k, l )3M0,2, pc‘1!1N, aN "ok, l(a).
Proof. From Lemma 1.2(a) and Lemma 2.4(b) we get
o
k, l
(R)"pcd(k, l )aN e (k, l) p~1+
i/1
A
i
pBaN ipc#P1>,
where P
1
is the subgroup of order p of GM . Let s be any nontrivial character
of GM which is trivial on SaN pcT. Since s (R)"0 by Lemma 1.2(a) and
s(+p~1
i/1
( i
p
)aN ipc)"0, we conclude that t (P
1
>)"0 for all nontrivial t3GM *.
By the Fourier inversion formula, P
1
> must be a multiple of GM . Because of
DR D"pc DGM D, we must have P
1
>"pcGM . j
The following lemma, in particular, shows that R can easily be recovered
from the d (k, l) and e(k, l ).
LEMMA 5.2. ‚et P
i
"MSakpibpiTg : 04k4pc~i‘1!1, g3GN. ‚et A"
+
g|G
a
g
g be an element of ZG, and write A(X)"+
g |X
a
g
for XLG. Further-
more, assume
A (N;)"D; D for every ;3P
i
, m4i4n, (5)
for some m, n. „hen, for every ;3P
n
, we have
A(;)"pc~n!pc~m#pm~n p
n~m~1
+
i/1
A (;
i
),
where ;
0
,2,;pn~m~1 are the elements of Pm containing ;.
14 MA AND SCHMIDTProof. The assertion is true for n"m. Assume that it is true for some
n5m. It su$ces to show that it is also true for n#1.
Let ;3P
n‘1
, say ;"Sakpn‘1bpn‘1Tg. The elements of P
n
containing
; are=
i
"Sakpn‘ipcbpnTg, 04i4p!1. Let H
j
, 04j4pn~m‘1!1, be the
elements of P
m
containing one of the =
i
. The H
j
are exactly the elements of
P
m
containing ;. It is easy to see that
K :"N;X p~1Z
i/0
=
i
"N=
0
,
since each two of the cosets N;, =
0
,2,=p~1 intersect in ;. Hence
A(K)"A (;)#(A (N;)!A(;))#p~1+
i/0
(A (=
i
)!A(;)),
i.e.,
A(;)"1
pA!A(K)#A(N;)#
p~1
+
i/0
A(=
i
)B.
Using (1) and induction gives
A(;)"1
p C!pc~n‘1#pc~n#p (pc~n!pc~m)#pm~n
pn~m‘1~1
+
i/0
A(H
j
)D
"pc~n~2!pc~m~1#pm~n~1 p
n~m‘1~1
+
i/1
A(H
j
),
proving the assertion. j
COROLLARY 5.3. (a) For every =3P
0
we have
R (=)"pc (d(=)#1)
for some d(=)3M!1, 0 1N.
(b) ‚et ;3P
n
and let =
0
,2,=pn~1 be the elements of P0 containing ;.„hen
R(;)"D; D
p A1#
pn~1
+
i/0
d (=
i
)B.
RELATIVE (pa, pb, pa, pa~b )-DIFFERENCE SETS 15Proof. (a) This is immediate from Lemma 5.1.
(b) From Lemma 5.2. we get
R (;)"pc~n!pc~1#p~n p
n~1
+
i/0
R(=
i
)
"D; D
p A1#
pn~1
+
i/0
d (=
i
)B,
completing the proof. j
We skip the striaghtforward proof of the next lemma.
LEMMA 5.4. ‚et;
l
"SalpcbpcT, 04l4p!1. „he elements ofP
0
contain-
ing ;
l
arbs (04r4pc‘1!1, 04s4pc!1) are ;
k, l
ar~s(pk‘l), 04k4
pc!1.
We will need the following reformulation of Lemma 5.1.
LEMMA 5.5. Set f (k, l, x)"1 if e (k, l),x mod pc and f (k, l, x)"0 other-
wise. „hen
R(;
k, l
ax)"pcA1#f (k, l, x)d (k, l )A
(x!e (k, l ))/pc
p BB.
COROLLARY 5.6. ‚et „ (r, s, l )"Mk : 04k4pc!1, r!s (pk#l),
e(k, l )mod pcN. „hen
R(;
l
arbs)"1# +
k|T (r,s, l)
d (k, l)A
(x!e (k, l))/pc
p B.
Proof. The assertion easily follows from Corollary 5.3, Lemma 5.4, and
Lemma 5.5. j
In the following, the numbers F (r, s, l ) :"D„ (r, s, l ) D will play a central role.
We "rst list two properties of these numbers which are immediate from the
de"nition.
LEMMA 5.7. (a) +pc~1
r/0
F (r, s, l)"pc for all r, s, l.
(b) F (r#ipc#jlpc~1, s#jpc!1, l )"F (r, s, l ) for all r, s, l, i, j.
We now come to a crucial lemma describing important properties of the
numbers F(r, s, l ). De"ne ‚ :"SapcTSbpcT.
16 MA AND SCHMIDTLEMMA 5.8. (a) +p~1
l/0
F (r, s, l)5p!1 for all r, s.
(b) If +p~1
l/0
F(r, s, l )"p!1, then F (r, s, l
0
)"p!1 for some l
0
, and
RW‚arbs is a coset of ;
l0
.
Remark. By a rather lengthy argument the following further property can
be derived. As we do not need this result here, we state it without proof. We
think that it could be useful in the further investigation of the problem,
(c) If +p~1
l/0
F (t, s, l )"p, then either F(r, s, l )"1 for 04l4p!1 or
F(r, s, l
0
)"p for some l
0
and RW‚arbs is a coset of ;
l0
.
Proof the ‚emma 5.8. (a) Let x3RW‚arbs. Viewing ‚arbs as an a$ne
plane and considering all lines through x gives
p"R (‚arbs)
"1#C
p~1
+
l/0
(R(;
l
x)!1D#[R(Nx)!1]
"!p#1#p~1+
l/0
R(;
l
x).
Hence
p~1
+
l/0
R(;
l
x)"2p!1. (6)
From Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.7 we know that
R(;
l
x)41#F (r, s, l ). (7)
Hence
2p!14p#p~1+
l/0
F(r, s, l ) ,
proving the assertion.
(b) Assume +p~1
l/0
F (r, s, l )"p!1. Then we have equality in (7) for all l,
and hence R(;
l
x)"1#F (r, s, l ) for 04l4p!1 and all x3R W‚arbs.
Hence p"R (‚arbs) is divisible by 1#F (r, s, l) for all l. Thus F(r, s, l
0
)"
p!1 for some l
0
, and R W‚arbs is a coset of ;
l0
. j
The next lemma provides a condition implying F (r, s, l )"1 for all r, s, l (we
denote this by F,1 in the following). We think that F,1 always must be
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F,1 would imply that, for any c, the subgroup SapTSbpT contains a
(p2c~1, p, p2c~1, p2c~2)-RDS relative to N. Thus, assuming F,1, we presum-
ably could dispose of all cases with c’1 by an inductive argument.
LEMMA 5.9. ‚et 04r, s4pc~1!1. If
p~1
+
i/0
F (r#ipc~1, s, l)"p
for 04l4p!1, then
F (r#ipc~1, s#jpc~1, l )"1
for all 04i, j4p!1.
Proof. Write G (i, j, l)"F(r#ipc~1, s#jpc~1, l ). From Lemma 5.7(b) we
have G (i#kl, j#k, l)"G(i, j, l ) for 04k4p!1. Let H (i, l)"G (i, 0, l ). By
the assumption,
p~1
+
i/0
H (i, l )"p (8)
for 04l4p!1. Furthermore, from Lemma 5.8 we have
+p~1
l/0
G(i, j, l )"+p~1
l/0
G(i!jl, 0, l)"+p~1
l/0
H(i!jl, l)5p!1 for all i, j, and
if +p~1
l/0
H(i!jl, l )"p!1, then H(i!jl
0
, l
0
)"p!1 for some l
0
.
Consider H as a function on an a$ne plane A; for every line G of A write
H(G)"+
x|G
H(x). We know H (G)5p!1 for all G. Considering the parallel
class of G, it follows that H (G)42p!1, and if H(G
0
)"2p!1, then
H(G)"p!1 for all G parallel to G
0
. We also know H (G)"p for all
G parallel to S(1, 0)T (from, (8)).
Assume H(G
0
)"p!1 for some G
0
, and let x be the point on G
0
with
H(x)"p!1. Let G
0
, . . . , G
p
be the lines through x. Then p2"
+
y|A
H(y)"H (x)#+p~1
i/0
(H(G
i
)!H(x))"!pH(x)#+p~1
i/0
H(G
i
).
W.l.o.g, assume that G
1
is parallel to S(1, 0)T. Then H(G
1
)"p; recall
H(G
0
)"p!1. Hence p2#p (p!1)!p!(p!1)"2p2!3p#1"
+p~1
i/2
H(G
i
). Thus H(G
i
)"2p!1 for 24i4p!1 (recall H(G
i
)42p!1).
Hence H (G)"p!1 for all lines GOG
2
parallel to G
2
. Hence there is a point
y not on G
2
with H(y)"p!1. By the same argument as above, the line G@
2
through y parallel to G
2
must satisfy H (G@
2
)"2p!1. But this is impossible,
since at most one line G parallel to G
2
has H(G)"2p!1.
Thus H (G)5p for all lines G. This implies that H (x)"1 for all points x.
j
18 MA AND SCHMIDTTHEOREM 5.10. If p is an odd prime and R is a (p3, p, p3, p2)-RDS in
G"SaTSbT:Z
p2
]Z
p2
relative to N"SapT, then
R" p~1+
i,j/0
aibjR
ij
where each R
ij
is a (p, p, p, 1)-RDS in ‚"SapTSbpT relative to N.
Proof. By considering all translates of R we see that it su$ces to show
that R W‚ is a (p, p, p, 1)-RDS in ‚ relative to N. By Lemma 5.7(a), the
assumption of Lemma 5.9 is satis"ed. Hence F(r, s, l )"1 for all r, s, l. Write
„(0, 0, l )"Mk (l)N. From Lemma 5.6 we have
R(;
l
aip)"1#d (k(l ), l)A
(ip!e (k(l ), l))/p
p B
for i"0,2, p!1. This implies Ds (R W‚) D"Jp for all characters of ‚ non-
trivial on N. Since no two elements of R are in the same coset of N, the
character sum is also correct for all characters trivial on N. j
It is important for our purpose that the (p, p, p, 1)-RDSs can be character-
ized completely. This result was independently obtained by Gluck (1990),
Hiramine (1989), and Ronayi, and SzoK nyi (1989).
Result 5.11. Let p the an old prime. A subset R of G"SgTShT:Z
p
]Z
p
is a (p, p, p, 1)-RDS in G relative to SgT if and only if
R"z p~1+
j/0
gtj2hj
for some z3G and t3M1, 2,2, p!1N.
Combining Theorem 5.10 with Result 5.11 yields the following.
THEOREM 5.12. If p is an odd prime and R is a (p3, p, p3, p2)-RDS in
G"SaTSbT:Z
p2
]Z
p2
relative to N"SapT, then
R" p~1+
i,j/0
ax(i,j)p‘iby (i,j)p‘j
p~1
+
s/0
apt (i,j)s2bps
with 04x (i, j), y (i, j)4p!1, 14t (i, j)4p!1.
We are now going to use Theorem 5.12 together with some further
observations to derive a necessary and su$cient condition for the existence of
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p2
]Z
p2
. This reduces the complexity of the problem
considerably, and thus we believe that our condition will be useful for the
further study of these RDSs.
LEMMA 5.13. ‚et g be a generator of G"Z
p
. If the equation
p~1
+
i/0
gai
p~1
+
s/0
gtis2"pga p~1+
j/0
gts2 (9)
holds in ZG with 04a
i
, a4p!1 and 14t
i
, t4p!1, then
a
0
"2a
p~1
"a and (t0
p
)"2(tp~1
p
)"( t
p
).
Proof. Let s be the character of G de"ned by s (x)"e2ni@p": m. It is well
known [Lidl, Niederreiter (1994, Thm. 5.15)] that S :"+p~1
i/1
( i
p
)mi"
J(!1)(p~1)@2p. Applying s to (9) we get
S
p~1
+
i/0
maiA
t
i
pB"pSmaA
t
pB.
Using the Cauchy}Schwarz inequality, we conclude that mai (ti
p
)"ma( t
p
) for all i,
proving the lemma. j
In the following, we will consider x (i, j), y (i, j) and t(i, j) from Theorem 5.12
as functions from Z
p
]Z
p
to Z
p
. We de"ne a function f in the following way.
For every triple (r, j, l ), 04r, j, l4p!1 there is exactly one pair (i, f (r, j, l))
with 04i, f (r, j, l)4p!1 with r#lj"i#pf (r, j, l). Using the notation of
Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.12, a straightforward calculation gives
o
k, l
(R)"p~1+
r/0
aN r
p~1
+
j/0
aN pQ(r, j,k, l)
p~1
+
s/0
aN pt(r‘lj,j)s2, (10)
where
Q(r, j, k, l)"!f (r, j, l )#x (r#lj, j)!ly(r#lj, j)!kj!l2(4t(r#lj, j))~1
(note that t only takes values in Z
p
CM0N, so the inverse of 4t(r#lj, j) in Z
p
exists). On the other hand, we know from Lemma 5.1 that
o
k, l
(R)"p (GM !aN e(k, l)SaN pT)#paN e(k, l) p~1+
i/0
aN pd(k, l)i2, (11)
where d (k, l)3Z
p
with (d (k, l)
p
)"d(k, l). Now we compare coe$cients in (10)
and (11) and arrive at the following. We write e(k, l )"pa (k, l)#b (k, l ) with
04a (k, l ), b (k, l )4p!1.
20 MA AND SCHMIDT(i) Q(b(k, l ), j, k, l)"a (k, l ) and (t (bk, l)‘lj,j)
p
)"(d (k, l)
p
) for j"0,2, p!1
and all k, l (this follows from Lemma 5.13).
(ii) MQ(b (k, l ), j, k@, l) : j"0,2, p!1N"Zp for all kOk@ (this follows from
(i) together with Q(r, j, k@, l )"(k@!k) j#Q(r, j, k, l)).
(iii) Mb(k, l) : k"0,2, p!1N"Zp (this follows from (ii).
Let ZK
p
denote the set of nonzero squares in Z
p
.
THEOREM 5.14. ‚et p be an odd prime. A (p3, p, p3, p2)-RDS in Z
p2
]Z
p2
exists if and only if there are functions x, y :Z
p
]Z
p
PZ
p
and t : Z
p
]Z
p
PZK
p
such that the function Q de,ned by
Q(r, j, k, l)"!f (r, j, l )#x (r#lj, j)!ly(r#lj, j)!kj!l2(4t(r#lj, j))~1
sati,es the following condition.
(*) For every pair (k, l), 04k, l4p!1, there exists exactly one r(k, l)
04r (k, l )4p!1 with
DMQ(r(k, l )), j, k, l ) : j"0,2, p!1ND"1.
Proof. We "rst show that (*) is necessary. From (i) we know that we have
DMQ(b(k, l), j, k, l) : j"0,2, p!1ND"1 for all k, l. This shows that we can
take r (k, l )"b(k, l) in (*). Furthermore, no r@Ob (k, l ) can satisfy (*) because
of (ii).
It remains to show that t can be assumed to take values in ZK
p
only.
W.l.o.g., we can assume (d (0,0)
p
)"1. Then (i) implies (t(b (0,0), j
p
)"1 for
j"0,2, p!1. Let (x, y)3Zp]Zp be arbitrary. We choose j0Oy and let
l"x~b (0,0)
y~j0
. Then by (iii), we can "nd k with b (k, l)"yb (0,0)
y~j0
. Note that
x"b(k, l )#ly and b (0, 0)"b (k, l )#lj
0
. Thus by (i) we get (t (x,y)
p
)"
(t(b (0,0), j0
p
)"1. Hence t indeed can be assumed to take values in ZK
p
only.
Now we show that (*) is also su$cient for the existence of an RDS. Assume
that (*) holds and de"ne z(k, l ) by MQ (r(k, l ), j, k, l) : j"0,2, p!1N"
Mz(k, l )N. Recall
o
k, l
(R)"p~1+
r/0
aN r
p~1
+
j/0
aN pQ(r, j,k, l)
p~1
+
s/0
aN pt(r‘lj,j)s2.
From (*) we conclude MQ(r (k, l ), j, k@, l) : j"0,2, p!1N"Zp for all k@Ok
and all l. Also, Mr(k, l ) : k"0,2, p!1N"Zp for all l. Hence, for "xed k and l,
we have
MQ(r, j, k, l) : j"0,2, p!1N"Zp
RELATIVE (pa, pb, pa, pa~b )-DIFFERENCE SETS 21for all rOr(k, l ). Thus, recalling that (t (i,j)
p
)"1 for all i, j, we get
o
k, l
(R)" +
rOr(k,l)
aN rSaN pT
p~1
+
s/0
aN pj2#paN r(k, l)‘pz (k, l) p~1+
s/0
aN pj2,
"p (GM !SaN pTaN r(k, l ))#paN r(k, l)‘pz (k, l) p~1+
s/0
aN pj2.
Hence the equation in Lemma 5.1 holds for all k, l with d(k, l )"1 and
e(k, l )"r (k, l )#pz(k, l ).
Since every character nontrivial on N is trivial on some;
k, l
, we know that
all these characters have a correct character sum on R. From the de"nition of
R it is clear that every coset of N contains exactly one element of R. Hence the
nontrivial characters trivial on N also have the right character sum, and this
concludes the proof. j
Remark. Condition (*) seems to be too strong to admit solutions. We
conjecture that actually there are no functions x, y and t satisfying (*). For
p"3 this was shown by Remling (1996); hence there is no (27, 3, 27, 9)-RDS
in Z
9
]Z
9
. We think that Theorem 5.14 is a good starting point for further
investigation of these RDSs.
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